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Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP)

❖ Proposed regional free trade agreement
❖ Negotiated between US, Australia, Brunei,
Canada, Chile, Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, New
Zealand, Peru, Singapore, and Vietnam





❖ “I have heard the argument that 
transparency would undermine the 
Trade Representatives’s policy to 
complete the trade agreement 
because public opposition would be 
significant…..”

❖ Elizabeth Warren, June 19, 2013



❖ “…..In other words, if people knew 
what was going on, they would stop 
it. This argument is exactly 
backwards. If transparency would 
lead to widespread opposition to a 
trade agreement, then that trade 
agreement should not be the policy of 
the United States.”



❖ So, Why Does the U.S. Want to 
Participate in the TPP if our trade 
representative knows that ordinary 
people would oppose the agreement?





Why Rebalance or Pivot?
❖ Coastal areas of South Asia are included because
of the strategic importance of the “energy
resources and trade that pass through the Indian
Ocean and the Straits of Malacca….an estimated
50% of world container trafKic and 70% of ship-‐
borne oil and petroleum transit the Indian
Ocean…”

❖ Pivot to the Paci+ic, The Obama Administration’s “Rebalancing”
Toward Asia, CRS R42448, 3/28/12







Concerns About Trade & Trade Routes

❖ “Pivot to Asia,” and later re-‐termed
a“rebalancing” has been articulated by Obama
administration in an attempt to limit China’s
growing inKluence and desire to increase military
presence in Australia and Singapore. CRS
R42448





Background of TPP

❖ Conceived in 2003 by Singapore, New Zealand
and Chile as path to trade liberalization in Asia-‐
PaciKic region.

❖ 2008, US joined negotiations
❖ November 14, 2009, President Obama
committed the US to engage with the TPP
countries







Negotiation of FTAs

• Private Sector Advisory System established in
1974 “to ensure that negotiations beneKit from a
broad array of private sector US interests”

• consists of 28 committees and 700 advisors
coordinated by the OfKice of the United States
Trade Representative



Approval Process

❖ Is the TPP a treaty? or something else…..





Consent to Ratification of Treaty
❖ Treaty initiated and negotiated by President or
his representatives

❖ Concludes treaty by signing the document
❖ Formally transmits treaty to Senate
❖ Referred to Foreign Relations Committee
❖ If reported out, full Senate may vote
❖ 2/3 vote required for consent to ratify



Agreements aren’t Treaties (for some purposes)…

A treaty signifies ‘a compact made between two or more 
independent nations, with a view to the public welfare.’ But an 
international compact, as this was, is not always a treaty 
which requires the participation of the Senate. There are 
many such compacts, of which a protocol, a modus vivendi, a 
postal convention, and agreements like that now under 
consideration are illustrations.  
 
United States v Belmont, 301 US 324, 330-31 [1937](internal 
citations omitted)  



But Agreements are Treaties for other purposes….

….although this might not be a treaty requiring ratification by the 
Senate, it was a compact negotiated and proclaimed under the 
authority of the President, and as such was a ‘treaty’ ….
And while this rule in respect of treaties is established by the express 
language of clause 2, article 6, of the Constitution, the same rule 
would result in the case of all international compacts and 
agreements from the very fact that complete power over international 
affairs is in the national government and is not and cannot be subject 
to any curtailment or interference on the part of the several states. 
 
  

 
United States v Belmont, 301 US 324, 331 [1937]  



Treaties that Aren’t Treaties

❖ Agreements pursuant to a treaty amending or
terminating a treaty

❖ Presidential Agreements pursuant to Article II
powers of the president (“Sole Executive
Agreements”)

❖ Congressional-‐Executive Agreements



Treaties vs Regulation of Commerce

❖ While treaty making power is vested in the
Executive Branch, the US Constitution assigns
express authority to Congress to “regulate
commerce with foreign nations …” and to “…lay
and collect taxes, duties, imposts, and
excises….” (Article I, Section 8).



Tariffs v “Nontariff Barriers” (NTBs)

Tariff is a tax on imports or exports.

NTBs are laws and rules other than tariffs that are used
to restrict imports.



Executive Agreements

❖ Came to the fore with advent of industrial age
and then WWII. Congress may delegate power to
alter tariffs within deKined limits to the President
(Field v Clark, 143 US 649 [1892])

❖ Effectively “pre-‐authorized” consent of Congress
(US v Belmont, 301 US 324 [1937], US v Pink, 315
US 203 [1942])



“Fast Track”
❖ Legislative remedy -‐ while Legislative Branch would provide the
President with authority to enter into trade agreements that
reduced or eliminated tariffs, NTB agreements would only enter
into force if Congress passed implementing legislation.

❖ Congress suspends ordinary legislative procedures and gives
trade agreements expedited treatment.

❖ Committees are given limited time to consider implementing bills.
❖ Implementing bills subject to time limited debate and no
amendments and require simple majority to pass.

❖ came to be known as “fast track negotiating authority”



Fast Track 1974 - 1994

❖ First Fast Track legislation was the Free Trade
Act of 1974 (19 USC 2191)

❖ Extended by Trade Agreement Act of 1979, the
Trade and Tariff Act of 1984, Omnibus Trade and
Competitiveness Act of 1988.

❖ Expired 1994



Trade Promotion Authority

The Bipartisan Trade Promotion Authority Act of 2002 -‐
(renames “fast track”).

Created newmechanism for congressional consultation
-‐ the “Congressional Oversight Group.”

TPA is not required to complete trade negotiations.



Fast Track Procedure
• mandatory introduction of the implementing bill and
immediate referral to the appropriate committees;

• automatic discharge from committees after a limited
period of time;

• limited Kloor debate; and

• no amendment, vote up or down, simple majority to pass



Renewal of Fast Track?
❖ Leaders of Senate Finance Committee and House Ways 

and Means Committee have said they are close to 
introducing fast track legislation 

❖ “I don’t realistically see TPA moving” said Steny Hoyer, 
Minority Whip in the House to Reuters on Nov. 19.

❖ 151 House Democrats say ‘No’ to Fast Track Authority 
& 23 Republican House members also oppose Fast Track

Prospects Dim for 2013 “Fast Track” Renewal, International Centre for Trade and 
Sustainable Development, 11/21/13



Provisions of TPP

• Text of TPP is secret

• Some “chapters” have been leaked

• One chapter provides for “Investor-‐State
Tribunals”



Investor-State Tribunals
• Right of transnational companies to sue governments in international
arbitration tribunals

• In the past there has been a strong sentiment that disputes over foreign
investments be resolved through domestic judicial system or through
gov’t to gov’t negotiations.

• In the name of “free trade” the US, the World Bank, and the IMF have
required governments to allow foreign investors to bypass domestic
courts and grant these foreign investors sweeping rights.

• Two main investor-‐state tribunals are the International Center for
Settlement of Investments Disputes (ICSID) associated with the World
Bank and the UN Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL).



Investor - State Disputes
• Foreign investor can bring claims against national governments
demanding compensation for actions that diminish the value of
their investments

• Expropriation claims extend beyond physical takings of
property to “indirect” takings -‐ regulations that reduce the
value of a foreign investment

• Corporations can use over environmental, health, and public
interest laws developed through a democratic process

• Information about cases is secret and not publicly available



Secret Tribunals

• Meetings are secret

• Members generally unknown

• Decisions do not need to be fully disclosed, cannot be appealed

• Not bound by precedent

• Proceedings are conKidential to protect the corporations and
their investors



Dominated by Corporate Interests

• “Just 15 arbitrators, nearly all from Europe, the US or Canada,
have decided 55% of all known investment-‐treaty disputes.
This small group of lawyers, referred to by some as an ‘inner
maKia,’ sit on the same panels, act as both arbitrators and
counsel and even call on each other as witnesses in arbitration
cases.”

• These arbitrators “have been members of the board of major
international corporations….Nearly all share businesses’ belief
in the paramount importance of protecting private proKits.

Pro+iting from Injustice, Corporate Europe Observatory and Transnational Institute, 2012



Explosion of Claims by Energy Industry

• 1980 -‐ 1990— total of 7 cases related to oil, mining,
or gas

• 2000 -‐ three pending cases on oil, mining or gas
• 2013, 60 cases pending (35.7% of cases)
• trend of using investor-‐state lawsuits as a hammer in
natural resource Kights

• result is loss of sovereign rights for people and grant
of access with less regulatory restrictions to
transnational corporations
Mining for Pro+its in International Tribunals 2013, Institute for Policy Studies.



Lone Pine v Canada

Lone Pine Resources Kiled a Notice of Intent on
11/8/12 to sue Canada under NAFTA’s investment
chapter due to Quebec’s enacting a moratorium on
tracking and canceling permits for fracking below
the St. Lawrence River.



Wealth against Commonwealth

“…We have been Kighting Kire on the well-‐worn lines of
old-‐fashioned politics and political economy, regulating
corporations, and leaving competition to regulate itself.
But the Klames of a new economic revolution run around
us, and we turn to Kind that competition has killed
competition, that corporations are grown greater than
the State, and have bred individuals greater than
themselves, and that the naked issue of our time is with
property becoming master instead of servant…” 
 
-‐ Henry Demarest Lloyd,  
Wealth Against Commonwealth, 1894



In Days to Come   1918

“No one is a permanent owner. … This condition of things signiKies that
ownership has been depersonalized. …The claims to ownership are
subdivided in such a fashion, and are so mobile, that the enterprise
assumes an independent life, as if it belonged to no one; it takes an
objective existence such as in earlier days was embodied only in state
and church, in a municipal corporation, in the life of a guild or a religious
order… The depersonalization of ownership, the detachment of property
from the possessor, leads to a point where the enterprise becomes
transformed into an institute which resembles the state in character.”
Walter Rathenau, Von Kommenden Dingen, Berlin, 1918, trans. By E & C Paul (“In Days to Come”), London, 1921,
pp. 120, 121





Next Steps

• Oppose Fast Track Renewal

• Engage Tea Party, conservatives, other groups that
are usually opponents in why TPP is bad for them

• Educate our members about TPP and the massive
corporate power grab underfoot




